Bathroom Furniture

B AT H R O O M F U R N I T U R E
MADE BETTER BY ELLIS

Since 1891 Ellis has been making furniture, and
we continue today to hand build superior quality
rigid furniture for homes across the country.
By creating products that are made better, we’ve
earned a deserved reputation for high standards,
outstanding attention to detail, and exceptional
value for money, making us one of the most
trusted brands in today’s market place.
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Bathrooms the Ellis way
People are the secret of our success.
Our time-served apprentices use
traditional methods alongside cutting-edge
technology to lovingly craft our hand
built furniture, all made to order.

The result is some of the best furniture
available today; beautiful bathrooms that are
as visually stunning as they are practical.
All our bathroom ranges are hand-made and
delivered complete to your local retailer in a
maximum of just three weeks.
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Create a look you’ll love
how to work with colour and trends in your new bathroom

Whether you want a traditional or
modern look, we’ve got it covered
across our two stylish ranges: Desire
and 1891.
The 1891 collection offers 24
carefully selected paint colours,
chosen specifically to work with our
luxurious wooden doors.
The Desire collection offers a range
of more modern designs in gloss,
matt and metallic laminated finishes.
Whatever you choose, it’s going to
look fantastic and transform your
space.

Shown here is Novo Natural Carini Walnut from our Desire range

When choosing colour be sure
to follow a few simple rules:
1. Consider the source and quality
of light in your space before
choosing your colour scheme.
2. Don’t use dark colours in poorly
lit or small spaces.
3. Lighter colours bounce light
around small spaces.
4. Look at current design trends.
Natural materials such as slate,
marble and wood are always
popular, whilst we are also seeing
a rise in metallic and flat colour
finishes, as well as the ever
popular gloss options.

JUST-ADD-COLOUR
Colour is bolder than ever in bathroom design
to make a real statement, so be brave and go
where your imagination takes you.
BLUES
Soft blues like Stormy Sky offer a stressreducing ambience to calm and soothe the
senses while bolder blues like Padstow Blue
and Admiral bring a fun and energetic vibe.
PINKS
Light pink is having a moment in the
world of interior design and has become
a statement trend. Get the look with Blush
Pink for a subtle yet sophisticated finish.
Dare to think pink!
GREYS
Grey is the new neutral in bathroom design
thanks to the vast variety of shades and the
statement it can make. A deep charcoal can
create drama and at the opposite end of the
scale, an off-white grey can add serenity to
the room.

Shown here is Kensington Blush Pink from our 1891 Collection
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Use our ‘get the look’ guide…

GET THE LOOK

We’ve put together a wide range of looks using our expertise to suit all
spaces and every budget. Simply browse these pages and let us inspire
you to replicate the latest trends and fashions in your own home.

FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Kensington blush pink & basalt grey
Worktop
22mm laminate gloss carrara marble

WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan
with painted wooden seat

…or shop our range in 5 easy steps

Basin
Evoque semi-recessed
Brassware
Evoque 3 hole basin mixer

Alternatively, be creative and personalise to your hearts content in
5 easy steps and visit your local Ellis retailer to make your dream
bathroom become a reality.

Mirror
Kensington mirror basalt grey
Bath Panel
Kensington panel basalt grey

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
565
335

215

965

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

kensington BLUSH PINK & BASALT GREY

Handle
HA.18 chrome shaker handle

1891

23
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CHOOSE YOUR DOOR
STYLE & FINISH

CHOOSE YOUR
CARCASES

CHOOSE YOUR
HANDLE STYLE

CHOOSE YOUR
WORKTOPS

CHOOSE YOUR TAPS
AND SANITARYWARE

The first step is to choose
your perfect door style.
Colour match to your desired
bathroom finish or choose
a contrast to suit your
personality.

Select your preferred carcase
colour, either to match your
door or to contrast to create
a truly individual style.

The right handle selection and
positioning can transform the
look of your bathroom, from
ultra-modern to elegantly
traditional. Choose from our
range of 41 handles.

Choose from our range of
worktop styles including
laminate, granite, marble,
glass, solid oak, or composite,
all available in classic and
fashionable colours.

Taps and sanitaryware
can have a major effect
on the overall look of your
bathroom. Choose from our
contemporary, classic and
traditional styles.

OUR WALL UNITS

OUR WORKTOPS

OUR BASE UNITS

Built from 18mm colour co-ordinated MFC, our wall
units are constructed using a double glue and dowel
system for superior rigidity and are supplied with
flexible fittings for ease of installation.

Our comprehensive range of worktops come in
both natural and engineered finishes. Choose
from toughened glass, marble, granite, timber
and composite laminates in a range of depths.

Constructed with strong double glue and dowel,
our base units feature soft close hinges and
runners for the quality feel you would expect
from a premium product.

Double glue & dowel
system for superior
rigidity and longer life

Adjustable wall hanging
brackets for secure fixing
and fine adjustment

Double glue & dowel
system for superior
rigidity and longer life

10mm thick
toughened glass

Colour
co-ordinated
interior

30mm thick
solid marble
30mm thick
solid granite

22mm
postformed
laminate

25mm
thick solid
composite

Rigid 18mm colour
co-ordinated MFC
cabinet. Fully edged all
round in 0.8mm ABS

Adjustable full
depth shelf

Robust solid
doors across
all ranges

52mm thick
laminate
worktops

Full
extension
soft close
metal
drawerbox
for smooth
and safe
operation

Fully
adjustable
legs

Integrated
soft close
hinges

50mm thick
timber edged
Clip-on plinth.
Fully edged all
round

No unsightly
unnecessary
drill holes

visit our website to find your nearest
retailer and book a design consultation
www.jtellis.co.uk
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1891 COLLECTION
beautiful bathroom furniture designed and made with care

Buying a new bathroom is an exciting
project and we hope that in our 1891
collection you’ll not only ﬁnd the real
wood bathroom of your dreams, but
also peace of mind that you’re choosing
the right brand.

automated world. What’s more, all our
furniture is made to order, and rigid,
which is not always the case in today’s
mass-produced world. This means that
we always know who we’re making our
furniture for.

The ﬁrst thing to say is that we’ve been
making real wood bathroom furniture
for many decades, and due to the
high quality materials and thorough
processes, our real wood furniture
provides a lifetime of use in all types
of bathroom.

We use a ‘double glue and dowel’
system in all our furniture, which is not
common in the industry, but we know
our customers want to be safe in the
knowledge that their new bathroom
cabinets have been built to be trouble
free throughout their life, even in the
busiest modern family home.

All our design and manufacturing
processes require human input, so
people are involved every step of the
way, checking for quality and precision.
Much of the ﬁnishing work is done by
hand too, which is rather rare – and
we think very special – in today’s

You will also be reassured to know
that we look after the environment
too, and as a result of our support
of the environment our company is
FSC® accredited.

Handmade by skilled craftsmen
in Huddersfield

Stronger build process using
double dowels and glue
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The 1891 collection of real wood furniture is available in
24 contemporary colourways and 3 door styles, giving you
the freedom to create a truly unique bathroom space

1891 PAINT COLOURS
We offer an unrivalled choice of
24 paint colours which have been
carefully selected to reflect the very
latest in styles and trends.
Simply choose your colour and
our highly skilled team will hand
spray your real wood bathroom
furniture to ensure a long-lasting,
flawless finish.

Stormy sky

Salcombe blue

Padstow blue

Admiral

Blush pink

Passion pink

Fresh aubergine

Faded pumpkin

Tuscan yellow

Dove grey

Cool grey

Thistle

For the perfect finishing touches,
personalise your 1891 furniture
with our classic sanitaryware
with matching toilet seat and
complementary brassware.

1891 DOOR STYLES
Our 1891 real wood bathroom furniture
collection is available in three unique
door and plinth styles. Simply choose
your favourite style and create a luxurious
statement in your new bathroom.

Basalt grey

Soft moss

Old lace

Charcoal

Otter

Porcelain

Oyster

Fossil

Stone white

Frosted sage
Kensington

Rosedale

Hepworth

Dominica
natural oak

Parchment stone

Pure white

Dominica walnut
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1891

kensington OLD LACE

The intricate door detail in Kensington
offers a classic design for a timeless bathroom
look. The pure tones of Old Lace provide a
sophisticated finish to grace any bathroom.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Kensington old lace
Worktop
25mm solid oak
Handle
HA.310 knightsbridge chrome knob
WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan with lacquered
toilet seat
Basin
Alpha sit on

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
610
205

WC unit

500

1350

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

kensington OLD LACE

Brassware
Evoque mono basin mixer

1891

15
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1891

kensington STONE WHITE
The elegance of Kensington in Stone White
creates an original, contemporary look that is
perfect for modern life. Incorporate contrasting
finishes like oak worktops and co-ordinating
toilet seat with stunning effect.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Kensington stone white
Worktop
25mm solid oak
Handle
HA.283 chrome monmouth knob
WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan
with lacquered toilet seat
Basin
Vision short projection

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

215

205

1710

365

WC/Basin unit

Tall unit

200

700

Wall unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

kensington STONE WHITE

Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer

1891
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1891

kensington BLUSH PINK & BASALT GREY

Kensington features an elegant door style with
stunning finishing touches such as bath panel
design detail, matching toilet seat and luxurious
classic pottery and brassware. Pair the modern
blush pink colour with basalt grey to create a
glamorous look.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Kensington blush pink & basalt grey
Worktop
22mm laminate gloss carrara marble

WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan
with painted wooden seat
Basin
Evoque semi-recessed
Brassware
Evoque 3 hole basin mixer
Mirror
Kensington mirror basalt grey
Bath Panel
Kensington panel basalt grey

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
565
335

215

965

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

kensington BLUSH PINK & BASALT GREY

Handle
HA.18 chrome shaker handle

1891
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1891

rosedale PADSTOW BLUE
Rosedale in Padstow Blue is the must-have
colour for this year and features a stylish
raised profile design. It is truly adaptable and
fits perfectly into any bathroom interior style.
Thought out details such as colour matched
toilet seat and on-trend copper knobs give
this collection stand-out appeal.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Rosedale padstow blue
Worktop
25mm solid composite crystal stone
Handle
HA.311 monmouth brushed copper knob
WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan with painted wooden seat
Basin
Alpha sit on

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1300
500

325

600

Basin unit

325

330

WC unit

400

400

Side unit

Tall unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

rosedale PADSTOW BLUE

Brassware
Evoque mono basin mixer

1891
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1891

rosedale THISTLE

Rosedale features a distinctive raised profile
door design to add an extra dimension to
your bathroom. This short projection run of
furniture maintains all of the functionality of
a standard run but doesn’t take up valuable
floor space.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Rosedale thistle
Worktop
22mm laminate matt grey marble
Handle
HA.283 chrome monmouth knob
WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan
with white wood seat
Basin
Vision short projection
Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer
Mirror
Kensington mirror thistle

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1470

600

215

200

Basin unit

WC unit

Wall unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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1891

hepworth OTTER
This impressive washstand is perfect to
complement the Hepworth collection of
bathroom furniture and also sits alongside
Kensington and Rosedale. Complete the
classic look with the Evoque semi-recessed
basin and brassware for the ultimate finish.
The washstand is featured in Otter to create
a neutral warm colour scheme.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hepworth washstand otter
Worktop
25mm solid oak
Handle
HA.310 knighstbridge chrome knob
Basin
Evoque semi-recessed
Brassware
Evoque mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

345

830

Basin unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

hepworth OTTER

Mirror
Kensington mirror dove grey

1891
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1891

hepworth FROSTED SAGE & FOSSIL
The shaker style of Hepworth with its deep
inside profile is featured here with the
ornately shaped plinth and solid leg on the
tall unit for a luxurious contrasting finish.
Sage and fossil colours combine to provide
a fresh colour scheme.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hepworth frosted sage & fossil
Worktop
25mm solid oak
Handle
HA.283 chrome monmouth knob

Basin
Evoque semi-recessed
Brassware
Evoque 3 hole basin mixer
Mirror
Kensington mirror fossil

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1545

985

335

325

205

400

WC unit

Basin unit

Tall unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

hepworth FROSTED SAGE & FOSSIL

WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan with painted
wooden seat

1891
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1891

hepworth CHARCOAL

Capture the feeling of luxury with the stylish
Hepworth double basin cabinet. Hepworth is a
true bathroom classic with shaker style design
and is equally at home in a contemporary or
period bathroom setting. Charcoal is a more
relaxed but sleek alternative to black to bring
a modern colour scheme to any room with
dramatic effect.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hepworth charcoal
Worktop
22mm laminate natural halifax oak
Handle
HA.18 chrome shaker handle
WC
Evoque back-to-wall pan
with lacquered wooden seat
Basin
Sigma sit on
Brassware
Evoque mono extended basin mixer
with side arm

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WC unit

360
220

1550
335

335

820

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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1891

hepworth PARCHMENT STONE

The neutral parchment stone ﬁnish shown
here in Hepworth provides a striking whilst
still neutral tone and works well with classic
or contemporary interior designs.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hepworth parchment stone
Worktop
25mm composite crystal stone
Handle
HA.283 chrome monmouth knob
WC
Imagine wall hung

Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
MR12 600 x 800

650

850

450

325
20

20

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

325

450
20

400

850

325

650

20

WC unit

Basin unit

Tall unit

400

1891

325

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

hepworth PARCHMENT STONE

Basin
Adora wash
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1891

hepworth COOL GREY
Hepworth is shown here in Cool Grey with Mali
Wenge 52mm worktop and framing, creating a
bathroom with real personality.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hepworth cool grey
Worktop
52mm mali wenge
Handle
HA.281 brushed steel georgia knob
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1305
325

Basin unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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1891

dominica NATURAL OAK

Dominica is a solid oak frame with veneered
centre panel. The door fascia design and coordinating carcase give a feel of bold, sturdy
construction and is featured here in natural oak
to add warmth to any bathroom. Introduce coordinating mirrors, pottery and brassware for
the perfect finishing touches.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Dominica natural oak
Worktop
30mm solid granite creme marfil
Handle
HA.285 brecon iron knob
WC
Evolve back-to-wall pan
Basin
Delta
Brassware
Evoque mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
810
205
18

WC unit

325

1580

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

dominica NATURAL OAK

Mirrored unit
With HA.55 chrome barrel knob

1891

49
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1891

dominica WALNUT
Dominica walnut mixes the warmth and
character of real timber for a truly traditional
and sophisticated appearance. The simply styled
classic semi-recessed basin with subtle angular
appearance and co-ordinating three hole basin
mixer completes the look.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Dominica walnut
Worktop
25mm solid composite crystal stone
Handle
HA.164 polished chrome bar handle
Basin
Evoque semi-recessed
Brassware
Evoque 3 hole basin mixer
Mirror
1891 wood framed mirror

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

325

945

Basin unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire COLLECTION
an inspirational range of bathroom
furniture with a solution for every space

Our Desire collection brings you an abundance of choice
with the latest design-led trends to provide a versatile and
adaptable way to create the bathroom look you want.
This quality furniture combines design, functionality and style
in both ﬁtted and modular options to provide endless ideas
and possibilities.
For the perfect finishing touches, choose from our stylish
selection of sanitaryware, brassware, handles and accessories
to match the styling of your bathroom.

The Desire collection offers endless configurable options with
both modular and fitted combinations available across our ranges,
giving you the flexibility to create a beautiful, yet practical space
DESIRE COLOUR OPTIONS
We offer an unrivalled choice of colour
finishes in our Desire collection. For
maximum flexibility, all of our finishes
can be mixed and matched to ensure
your new bathroom is in style, on trend
and exactly how you want it.

NOVO (price band A)

Grey bardolino oak

Driftwood

Natural carini
walnut

Platinum white

Light grey

Graphite grey

Stone grey

Dust grey

Fjord green

Smoke blue

Our door finishes are price banded
from A-C, please see separate price list
for prices and configurable options.

HYDRA (price band A)

Natural carini
walnut

Driftwood

ELITE (price band B)

White halifax oak

Natural halifax oak

Tobacco halifax oak

Sepia gladstone
oak

EXEL (price band B)

White halifax oak

Tobacco halifax oak

ADVANCE (price band C)

Light grey

White

REMO (price band B)

White cape elm

Natural halifax oak

Sepia gladstone
oak

MODA (price band C)

Boston concrete

Anthracite ceramic

LUX (price band B)

Boston concrete

Copper metallic

Perfect matt
graphite grey

Perfect matt
black

Grey-blue metallic

INZO (price band C)

Carrara marble

Grey cipollino
marble

Black copper
cipollino marble

Perfect matt
alpine white

Perfect matt
light grey

Gloss cashmere

Gloss light grey

Gloss white

Gloss champagne
metallic

Gloss black
metallic

Natural oak

Ellmau beech

Graphite grey

IKON (price band C)

Gloss graphite

Gloss azure

RECOMMENDED CARCASE COLOURS*

Grey bardolino oak

Stone grey

Driftwood

Grey linen

Natural carini walnut

Aluminium

Platinum white

Light grey

*See price guide. Gloss upgrade carcases
have an aluminium interior and front
edge. Non gloss upgrade carcases have
an aluminium back panel. Non gloss
upgrade open carcases have a colour
matched back panel.
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desire

remo ANTHRACITE CERAMIC MIXED WITH NOVO DUST GREY

The use of surface textures in furniture and interior design has grown stronger
in recent years and is now increasingly popular on doors and drawers. We have
introduced this into bathrooms with Remo in Anthracite Ceramic and Boston
Concrete. Use as much or as little of this as you like to create an urban look and
mix and match with other finishes to create a real statement. Remo is featured
here in Anthracite Ceramic mixed with Novo Dust Grey for a minimalist modular
look with on-trend open shelving and metal hairpin legs.

FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Remo anthracite ceramic and Novo dust grey
Carcase
Dust grey
Worktop
22mm super matt grey laminate
Handle
HA.313 brushed aluminium 200mm
tab handle
WC
Vision back-to-wall pan
Basin
Create double
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
1600 panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
600

1600
462

335

WC unit

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

remo ANTHRACITE CERAMIC MIXED WITH NOVO DUST GREY

GET THE LOOK

desire
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desire

inzo PERFECT MATT GRAPHITE GREY & LIGHT GREY

Inzo features a perfect matt finish for a next
generation bathroom look. The matt surface
provides a high quality finish thanks to its soft
matt feel which prevents fingerprints. Inzo is
available in four stunning colours and is featured
here in contrasting graphite grey and light grey
and features the latest trend in open shelving.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES

Carcase
Perfect matt graphite grey & light grey
with natural halifax oak
Worktop
22mm laminate natural halifax oak
Handle
HA.163 Chrome block handle
WC
Evolve wall hung pan
Basin
Alpha sit on
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
1200mm Panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1800

WC unit

470

122

640

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

inzo PERFECT MATT GRAPHITE GREY & LIGHT GREY

Furniture
Inzo perfect matt graphite grey & light grey

desire
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desire

elite WHITE HALIFAX OAK
Create a scandi look with Elite in White Halifax Oak.
The minimalist sleek look of Elite is complemented by
the high contrasting accents of copper for a distinctive
appearance. The brushed rose gold handles are stylish
and on-trend and add a flash of finesse.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Elite white halifax oak
Carcase
Platinum white & white halifax oak
Worktop
22mm laminate gloss white
Handle
HA.314 Brushed rose gold 200mm tab handle
WC
Smart back-to-wall pan
Basin
Smart semi-recessed

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1200

335

600

WC unit & Basin unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

elite WHITE HALIFAX OAK

Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer

desire
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desire

moda & lux GREY CIPOLLINO MARBLE & GREY BLUE METALLIC

Make a bold statement in your bathroom with
these on-trend marbles in Moda featured here
in Grey Cipollino Marble mixed with Lux Grey
Blue Metallic. They work equally as well as fitted
or modular combinations and the option to mix
and match with other finishes provides endless
possibilities. The designer brushed rose gold
tab handle adds a high end on-trend finish.

FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Moda grey cipollino marble
& Lux blue grey metallic
Carcase
Light grey
Worktop
22mm laminate matt veined slate
Handle
HA.317 Brushed rose gold
40mm tab handle
WC
Vision wall hung pan
Basin
Vision semi-recessed
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
1200 panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1800
335

335

605

WC unit

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

moda & lux GREY CIPOLLINO MARBLE & GREY BLUE METALLIC

GET THE LOOK

desire
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desire

advance LIGHT GREY

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Advance light grey
Carcase
Light Grey & Natural Carini Walnut
on open units
Worktop
22mm laminate natural carini walnut
Handle
HA.312 Brushed rose gold ‘D’ handle
WC
Smart wall hung pan
Basin
Sigma sit-on
Brassware
Smart tall mono basin mixer
Mirror
1200 panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
650

645

WC unit

Basin unit

465

335

Advance brings a stunning modern look to
your bathroom to really make a statement.
Simplicity and style combine perfectly with
the raised door profile, on-trend open shelving
and designer hairpin legs. The light grey door
fronts complement the Natural Carini Walnut
worktop and open shelving and the brushed
rose gold handles complete the look.

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

exel BOSTON CONCRETE
Urban, industrial styles are increasingly
popular in modern interiors, and Exel boston
concrete combines a deep textured door
front with a natural woodgrain carcase to
create an uber-modern statement in your
bathroom.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Exel boston concrete
Carcase
Natural carini walnut
Handle
HA.315 Charcoal 200mm tab handle
Basin
Create 1600mm double
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
1600 panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

465

1600

Basin unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

exel NATURAL HALIFAX OAK
Strong woodgrain has become widespread
in contemporary bathrooms after years at
the cutting edge of interior design. The Exel
Natural Halifax Oak gives the sleek style of
the grain a soft, warm finish.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Exel natural halifax oak

Basin
Vision compact semirecessed

Carcase
Platinum white

Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Cubo deck mounted bath
filler

Worktop
22mm laminate white
sparkle
Handle
HA.62 rectangular chrome
inset

Mirror
MR019 600 x 600

WC
Vision back-to-wall pan

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1500
205

600

300
600

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

78

desire

exel & elite TOBACCO HALIFAX OAK

Exel/Elite brings a stunning contemporary
design to your bathroom in a modular style for
a designer look. Shown here in Tobacco Halifax
Oak to create a modern, rustic look.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Basin unit: Exel tobacco halifax oak
Tall units: Elite tobacco halifax oak
Handle
HA.293 delta satin strip handle 370mm
Basin
Create double
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
52mm framed 1200 x 645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
600

462

320

1200

Basin unit

Tall unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

80

desire

novo NATURAL CARINI WALNUT
The Novo range is the ideal choice for the
modern home. The Natural Carini Walnut
finish featured here works perfectly with
the white open shelving and carcase for a
stunning look. The hairpin leg provides a high
impact finish to add that extra panache to
the overall design.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Novo natural carini walnut
Carcase
Platinum white
Worktop
22mm laminate carrara marble
Handle
HA.315 Charcoal 200mm tab handle

Basin
Evolve short projection semi-recessed
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Mirror
1200 panoramic

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1670
335

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

novo NATURAL CARINI WALNUT

WC
Evolve wall hung pan

desire

83

84

desire

novo GREY BARDOLINO OAK

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES

The Novo range is the ideal choice for the
modern home in the stylish grey bardolino oak.
This finish is lively and striking with its unique
characteristics providing a highly authentic and
realistic solid wood like texture.

Furniture
Novo grey bardolino oak
Carcase
Grey bardolino oak
Worktop
22mm laminate white/grey cipollino marble
Handle
Minimo push to open
WC
Smart back-to-wall pan
Basin
Smart semi-recessed
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer
Mirror
Panoramic 1200x645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1410
18

600

170

600 18

Basin unit WC unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

novo DRIFTWOOD
For the ultimate statement in luxury, the quadra
9, shown here with a gloss graphite carcase and
Novo driftwood doors, will not only give you a
stunningly visual bathroom but also more than
enough storage for all your essentials.
We have combined the quadra 9 basin and
cabinet with a trio of full storage units, a double
mirrored cabinet and wall hung WC.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Novo driftwood
Carcase
Gloss graphite
Worktop
Arctic white glass
Splashback
Arctic white glass
Handle
HA.164 polished chrome bar
Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
400

900

610

325

455

200

Tall unit

Basin unit

WC unit

ALTERNATIVE SIZE OPTIONS
900

750

600

400
405

455

455

455

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

novo LIGHT GREY

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES

Handle position shown is central horizontal
(ctr-hor). Please see fold out section at the back
of the brochure for handle position options.

Furniture
Novo light grey
Carcase
Light grey
Worktop
25mm composite icestone
Handle
HA.60 chrome glitter bar
WC
Evolve back-to-wall pan
Basin
Evolve compact semi-recessed
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Aria deck mounted bath filler
Mirror
MR019 600 x 600

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1500
205

600

300
600

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

novo STONE GREY

This mid-tone natural stone grey colour works
beautifully with both bold and more delicate tones.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Novo stone grey
Carcase
Stone grey
Worktop
25mm composite icestone
Handle
HA.61 chrome retro loop
WC
Vision back-to-wall pan
Basin
Vision short projection semi-recessed
Brassware
Cubo mono basin mixer,
Cubo deck mounted bath filler
Mirror
MR019 600 x 600

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1500
205

600

300
600

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

hydra NATURAL CARINI WALNUT

The sharp white WC and basin allow the texture
and detail of the modern Natural Carini Walnut
woodgrain to really shine, and the chrome
accessories and tap complete the look.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hydra natural carini walnut
Worktop
52mm laminate matt grey marble
Handle
HA.17 chrome square knob
Basin
Sigma sit on
Brassware
Cubo mono tall basin mixer
Mirror
MR26/L 600 x 645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
705

705

500

205

52

52
52 600 52

WC unit

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

94

desire

hydra DRIFTWOOD

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Hydra driftwood
Carcase
Driftwood
Worktop
25mm composite biscuit
Splashback
Vanilla
Handle
HA.164 polished
chrome bar
Basin
Delta semi-recessed
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Mirror
MR16 600 x 645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1200
200

325

Hydra in driftwood makes a modern confident
statement with horizontal grained doors,
composite worktop and contrasting vanilla
glass splashback.

600
600

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

96

desire

ikon GLOSS CHAMPAGNE METALLIC

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss champagne metallic
Carcase
Natural oak
Worktop
22mm laminate matt veined slate
Handle
HA.313 brushed aluminium
200mm tab handle
WC
Evolve back-to-wall pan
Basin
Evolve short projection semi-recessed
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Mirror
Mirrored unit

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1240
1200
335

200

Metallic features are currently very popular
within home décor with lasting appeal for
the modern home. High gloss champagne
metallic now available in Ikon incorporates
a subtle surface shimmer for an impressive
bathroom finish.

Wall unit, Basin unit & WC unit
See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

ikon GLOSS BLACK METALLIC
Our best-selling high gloss Ikon range has two
new colour introductions. The sparkling black
metallic featured here is a finish that oozes
prestige and style. The high gloss reflective
surface with small aluminium particles creates
amazing light breaking effects.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss black metallic
Carcase
Graphite Grey
Worktop
22mm laminate astral black
Handle
Minimo push to open
WC
Evolve back-to-wall pan
Basin
Evolve short projection semi-recessed
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Mirror
MR16 600 x 645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1370
600

770
215

WC unit

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

100

desire

ikon GLOSS WHITE

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES

Ikon in gloss white with glass effect edged doors
epitomises the adage “less is more”. The space
saving, reduced depth units are complemented
with chrome knobs, and Arctic white glass
worktops complete this versatile range.

Carcase
(basin unit) white

Where space is at a premium, our compact
cloakroom basin and cabinet is a perfect solution.

Worktop
Arctic white glass

Furniture
Ikon gloss white

Handle
HA.212 jewelled knob
Basin
Cloakroom
Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
450

770
215

255
170
600

Basin unit

WC unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

102

desire

ikon GLOSS GRAPHITE

Solus 1200mm cabinet in Ikon gloss graphite
with a chrome block handle and driftwood
carcase. Splashback shown opposite is 1200mm
x 470mm in cosmic rainbow.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss graphite

Basin
Create single

Carcase
Driftwood

Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer

Splashback
Cosmic rainbow glass

Mirror
MR85 1200 x 645

Handle
HA.163 chrome block

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1200

640
320

255
20

Cloak
basin unit

462

450

20

WC unit

Basin unit

ALTERNATIVE SIZE OPTIONS
1600

1200

1200

800

600

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

104

desire

ikon GLOSS LIGHT GREY
The complementary contrasting tones of
gloss light grey and the stylish natural carini
walnut create a bathroom with real impact
and personality.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss light grey
Carcase
Natural carini walnut
Worktop
52mm laminate natural carini walnut
Handle
HA.213 shaped D
Basin
Alpha sit on
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer
Mirror
MR159 600 x 900

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
1100
320

500

400
600

Basin unit

Tall unit

(also available in 400 wide)

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

106

desire

ikon GLOSS AZURE

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss azure
Carcase
Gloss azure
Splashback
Cosmic rainbow glass
Handle
Integra
Basin
Create double
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
400
462

320

1200
200

Duo 1200mm cabinet shown in Ikon gloss azure
with integra handle and gloss azure carcase.
Splashback shown is 1200mm x 470mm in
cosmic rainbow.

600

600

Basin unit

Tall unit

ALTERNATIVE SIZE OPTIONS
1200

1600

800

600

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

1200

108

desire

ikon GLOSS AZURE

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss azure, novo grey bardolino oak
Carcase
White
Worktop
Arctic white glass
Handle
HA.167 prism d & HA.168 prism design knob
Basin
Alpha sit on
Brassware
Aria mono basin mixer

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
600

1700

320

500

320

Total versatility is provided by the cube units,
used here in a double basin design in Ikon gloss
azure, the options are truly endless.

400
600

WC unit

Tall unit

600

Basin unit

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm
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desire

ikon GLOSS CASHMERE
Ikon gloss cashmere shown here on a 750mm
wide quadra cabinet and tall storage cabinet
provides ample storage for even the busiest
bathroom.

GET THE LOOK
FEATURED PRODUCT FINISHES
Furniture
Ikon gloss cashmere
Carcase
Gloss graphite
Handle
HA.167 prism D
Basin
Quadra
Brassware
Smart mono basin mixer
Mirror
SW06 FM 600 x 645

FEATURED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
750
320

455

400

600

Basin unit

Tall unit

ALTERNATIVE SIZE OPTIONS
600

See separate price list for full range of furniture options
and sizes giving endless possibilities. All dimensions
shown in mm

405

400
455

455

455

750

900

112

product options and
technical specifications
Choose from a wide range of colours,
finishes and sizes. Please see our separate
price list for pricing and technical information
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desire colour options

PRICE BAND A
NOVO

HYDRA

Grey bardolino oak

Driftwood

Natural carini walnut

Platinum white

Light grey

Natural carini walnut

Graphite grey

Stone grey

Dust grey

Fjord green

Smoke blue

Driftwood

PRICE BAND B
REMO

ELITE

LUX

EXEL

White halifax oak

Natural halifax oak

Anthracite ceramic

Copper metallic

White halifax oak

Tobacco halifax oak

White cape elm

Tobacco halifax oak

Sepia gladstone oak

Boston concrete

Grey-blue metallic

Natural halifax oak

Sepia gladstone oak

Boston concrete

PRICE BAND C
ADVANCE

MODA

Light grey

Carrara marble

White

Black copper cipollino
Marble

INZO

Grey cipollino marble

Perfect matt alpine white

Perfect matt light grey

Perfect matt black

Perfect matt graphite
grey

IKON

Gloss graphite

Gloss azure

Gloss cashmere

Gloss light grey

Gloss white

Gloss champagne
metallic

Gloss black metallic
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1891 paint colours

1891 PAINT COLOURS*

Stormy sky

Salcombe blue

Padstow blue

Admiral

Oyster

Frosted sage

Soft moss

Blush pink

Passion pink

Fresh aubergine

Faded pumpkin

Tuscan yellow

Otter

Fossil

Parchment stone

Dove grey

Cool grey

Thistle

Basalt grey

Charcoal

Old lace

Porcelain

Stone white

Pure white

* It is necessary to protect the veneer surface with a piece of clear or coloured glass

RECOMMENDED CARCASE COLOURS*

Grey bardolino oak

Driftwood

Natural carini walnut

Natural oak

Ellmau beech

Stone grey

Grey linen

Aluminium

Platinum white

Light grey

Graphite grey

UPGRADE CARCASE COLOURS*

Dust grey

PERFECT MATT COLOURS

Fjord green

Smoke blue

Perfect matt alpine white

Perfect matt light grey

Perfect matt graphite
grey

Perfect matt black

Gloss azure

Gloss cashmere

Gloss light grey

Gloss white

Gloss champagne
metallic

Gloss black metallic

GLOSS COLOURS

Gloss graphite

METALLIC/STONE COLOURS

Grey-blue metallic

Anthracite ceramic

VERTICAL GRAIN DIRECTION

White halifax oak

Natural halifax oak

Boston concrete

Tobacco halifax oak

Sepia gladstone oak

Natural carini walnut

Natural halifax oak

Sepia gladstone oak

Boston concrete

Driftwood

HORIZONTAL GRAIN DIRECTION

White halifax oak

Tobacco halifax oak

*See price guide. Gloss upgrade carcases have an aluminium interior and front edge. Non gloss upgrade carcases
have an aluminium back panel. Non gloss upgrade open carcases have a colour matched reverse.

carcase colour options

SOLID COLOURS
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bathroom worktops

22mm LAMINATE COLOURS

Natural carini walnut

Chocolate grey

Driftwood

Glacial storm

Java ice

Matt veined slate

White/grey cipollino
marble

Super matt grey

Grey sparkle

White sparkle

22mm GLOSS LAMINATE COLOURS

Natural halifax oak

52mm LAMINATE COLOURS

Astral black

Astral shimmer

Coco bolo

Driftwood

Gloss carrara marble

Gloss white

Natural halifax oak

White/grey cipollino
marble

Mali wenge

Natural carini walnut

25mm SOLID COMPOSITE COLOURS
PRICE BAND 1

PRICE BAND 2

PRICE BAND 3

White

Black granite

Amazonia brown

Peak stone

Grey crystal

Ice crystal

Carrara white

Sparkling white

30mm SOLID GRANITE & MARBLE COLOURS
PRICE BAND 1

African black

50mm TIMBER
EDGED COLOURS

PRICE BAND 2

Bon accord

Creme marfil

Giallo st cecilia

Cosmic black polished

Natural carini walnut

Natural oak

25MM
SOLID
TIMBER

Imperial marone

Star galaxy

Steel grey

Labrador antique

Nero cosmos

Solid oak
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glass worktops & splashbacks

GLASS WORKTOP & SPLASHBACK COLOURS
PRICE BAND 1

Burgundy

Black

Clear

Arctic white

Vanilla

Gun metal metallic

Titanium metallic

Light crystal metallic

Lime

Aegean

Baltic

Cosmic rainbow

Tangerine

Cerise

Plum

Mercury*

Reflect*

Light violet

PRICE BAND 2

* Mercury and Reflect not available as worktop material

Evoque back to wall (Natural wooden lacquered seat)

Evoque back to wall (White wooden seat)

Smart back to wall

Smart wall hung

Evolve back to wall

wc’s

Evoque back to wall (Painted wooden seat available in 24 colours)
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wc’s
Evolve wall hung

Vision back to wall

Vision wall hung

Smart semi-recessed basin

Evolve semi-recessed basin

Evolve short projection semi-recessed basin

Vision semi-recessed basin

Vision short projection semi-recessed basin

basins - semi-recessed

Evoque semi-recessed basin

123
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wash basins
Quadra

Cloakroom

Adora

Create single

Alpha sit-on

Sigma sit-on

Create double

Smart mono tall basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)

Smart bath filler

Aria mono basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)

Aria mono tall basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)

Aria bath filler

Cubo mono basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)

Cubo mono tall basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)

Cubo bath filler

Click clack waste

Evoque mono basin mixer
(Includes pop up waste)

Evoque 3 hole basin mixer
(Includes pop up waste)

Evoque extended basin mixer
with side arm and spout

Evoque exposed bath/shower
mixer with shower kit

Evoque bath legs
For exposed bath/shower mixer

taps

Smart mono basin mixer
(Includes Click clack waste)
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lighting & mirrors

LIGHTING

LED chrome light

Cool white LED battery operated drawer lights
(303mm) requires 4xAAA batteries - LT0111

LED round light

LED triangle light

MIRRORS

Mirror

Mirrored unit

LED mirror with motion sensor,
demister and shaver socket

Kensington mirror

1891 wood framed
mirror

Framed effect mirror

Panoramic mirror

Internal cistern

Linen basket

Super compact
Dual flush cistern

Hairpin leg

Duofix frame and super
compact dual flush cistern

Polished aluminium leg

Chrome towel rail

Tempo flush plate

Chrome flush plate

Glass shelf with chrome brackets

accessories

Shaver socket

Illusion frame

Internal storage dividers

Internal bin

Bath panel - shown with LED lights

Bath panel
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guarantee & customer care
guarantee
We offer a guarantee, from date of
purchase, in respect of faulty materials
or workmanship on all products
manufactured by Ellis.
This guarantee is limited to domestic use
only by the end user and is based on all
products being used in the manner for
which they were intended and will be

invalid if the products have been abused
or misused in any way. The guarantee does
not cover general wear and tear. Should
a product or part of a product fail during
the guarantee period, we will offer a
replacement part or a product of nearest
available equivalent. Liability
is limited to the individual product
and does not cover any consequential

Colour reproduction

Care and maintenance

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that
the contents of this brochure are correct at the
time of going to press, the information is for
guidance only. All colours shown are reproduced
as faithfully as the four colour printing process
will allow.

Most everyday stains may be removed from
units, door fronts and worktops by cleaning with
a cloth dampened with soapy water. Do not use
any abrasive cleaning agents or scouring pads,
wire wool or any similar cleaning aids. Spillages
should be wiped off immediately as any liquids
left standing can cause damage to worktops,
units and plinths. Never chop food or place hot
dishes directly on worktops or sinks.

Amendments
Our policy is one of continuous improvement.
Ellis reserve the right, therefore, to amend
specifications without prior notice.

Solid timber and veneer finishes
J.T. Ellis & Co. Ltd. does not guarantee to provide
totally matching colours. This is due to the many
different materials used in the construction of
our furniture. Some shade, colour and grain
variation is a natural feature of all real timber due
to the natural composition of the material. Even
timber taken from the same log will often show
variations when stain and lacquer are applied.
Since our furniture is made up of a combination
of different materials, some natural and some
man-made, there are inevitably some variations.
J.T. Ellis & Co. Ltd. works very hard to minimise
these variations.

Installation

loss, damage or further installation
costs incurred. The guarantee does
not cover electrical goods.
For full terms and conditions please contact our offices.

ISO 9001: 2008
Cert No FM 10459

BS OHSAS 18001: 2007
Cert No OHS 557979

Installation should only be carried out by
appropriately trained installers. Ellis cannot be
held responsible for damage to products during
installation, nor for deterioration of products
caused as a result of faulty installation.

FSC

®

J.T. Ellis is registered to supply FSC® certified
furniture. Please contact J.T. Ellis for advice
on FSC® certified furniture availability of our
product ranges.
Ellis’s FSC® registration code is TT-CoC-002375

ISO 14001: 2004
Cert No EMS 508575

By buying products
with the FSC®
label you are
supporting
the growth of
responsible forest
management
worldwide
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1891 Washstands*

Mirrors

Whether you’re looking for a fully fitted
wall-to-wall style bathroom design, or a
COUNTERTOP UNITS
available 320mm
and 200mm deep

more modular style, our wide range of
cabinet sizes and shapes will enable you

STANDARD WALL UNITS
available 320mm and 200mm deep

to bring your ideas to life.
300mm
400mm

Choose from our fitted cabinet range

300mm
400mm

300mm
400mm

170mm
300mm
350mm
400mm
500mm

300mm
400mm

600mm
700mm
800mm

or our modular cabinet range, or mix

Horizontal Handed
(OFF-HOR)

Vertical Centre
(CTR-VER)

1891 WASHSTAND
450mm deep

**1891 washstand and tall basin units
not available in other ranges

175mm high drawer fronts have handles
positioned centrally. Drawer fronts/fascias
above 175mm high have off-set handle/s
top/bottom according to unit type.

Horizontal Centre
(CTR-HOR)

SOLUS HIS AND HER BASIN UNIT
462mm deep

Drawer fronts/
fascias less than
900mm have 1
handle

Drawer fronts/fascias
900mm and above
have 2 handles.
(unless 2 handles are
greater than
the unit width)

1891 TALL BASE UNIT
325mm deep

RECTANGULAR
MIRROR

LED MIRRORS

645mm or 1045mm

DUO HIS AND HER BASIN UNIT
462mm deep

SOLUS SINGLE
BASIN UNIT
462mm deep

500mm
600mm
700mm
800mm
1200mm
1600mm

600mm

645mm

DUO SINGLE
BASIN UNIT
462mm deep

600mm or 1200mm

800mm or 645mm

QUADRA
DOUBLE UNIT
455mm deep

645mm

Standard door handle position
(where no specific alternative
instruction is given) is as right

1335mm
1880mm

QUADRA
SINGLE UNIT
405mm deep

drawers

If you require an alternative
door handle position, please
select from the following
options (where narrow doors
cannot accommodate a
horizontal handle, a vertical
handle will be used)

820mm

CLOAKROOM
UNIT
255mm deep

CUBE UNIT
available
485mm deep
(600mm also
available
320mm deep)

1200mm
1600mm

Available in sizes:
600mm x 800mm or
1200mm x 575mm

Available in sizes:
500mm x 700mm or
600mm x 900mm

175mm

doors

465mm

WC UNITS
available 320mm and 200mm deep

850mm
175mm

290mm

175mm

DOUBLE BASIN UNITS
available 320mm and 200mm deep

SUPER COMPACT
WC UNITS
available 122mm
deep

freedom to design... every cabinet, available in every range
HANDLE POSITIONING GUIDE

1200mm
1800mm

600mm

600mm
800mm
1200mm

600mm
900mm
1200mm

500mm or 600mm

700mm or 900mm

1200mm
1600mm
1800mm

1335mm
1880mm

400mm
600mm

600mm
800mm
1200mm

85mm 290mm

600mm
750mm
900mm

86mm 395mm

400mm

645mm

SINGLE BASE
UNITS
only available in
320mm deep

400mm

645mm or 1165mm

450mm
180mm 465mm

100mm

1200mm

640mm

465mm

170mm
300mm
350mm
400mm

600mm

180mm

22mm

600mm
700mm
800mm

175mm

175mm

175mm

175mm

645mm

175mm

465mm

645mm

TALL UNITS available 320mm and 200mm deep

600mm
700mm
800mm

500mm
600mm
700mm
800mm

500mm
600mm
700mm
800mm

Available with a door,
or pull out drawer.

640mm

300mm
400mm

645mm

180mm

1165mm

520mm

to suit your interior style.

400mm

1165mm

array of natural and painted colourways

1165mm

washstand collection, available in an

300mm
400mm

645mm

Currently very popular is our 1891

645mm

645mm

them together in your own style.
1165mm

furniture dimensions

Modular furniture cabinet range

Fitted furniture cabinet range

Choosing your cabinets

*See price list for size options

PANORAMIC MIRROR

1891 FRAMED
MIRROR
for Rosedale,
Hepworth
and Dominica

KENSINGTON
MIRROR
for Kensington
and Rosedale

52mm FRAMED MIRROR

Plan your new bathroom

« Fold out to see the full range of configurable options
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